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Today’s key concepts
Why is machine translation hard?

Linguistic divergences: morphology, syntax, semantics

Different approaches to machine translation:
Vauquois triangle
Statistical MT (more on this next time)

Evaluation: BLEU score
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The Rosetta Stone
Three different translations of the same text:
– Hieroglyphic Egyptian (used by priests)
– Demotic Egyptian (used for daily purposes)
– Classical Greek (used by the administration)
Instrumental in our understanding of ancient Egyptian  

This is an instance of parallel text:
The Greek inscription allowed scholars  
to decipher the hieroglyphs 
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Machine Translation History
WW II: Code-breaking efforts at Bletchley Park, England (Alan Turing)
1948: Shannon/Weaver: Information theory
1949: Weaver’s memorandum defines the machine translation task
1954: IBM/Georgetown demo: 60 sentences Russian-English
1960: Bar-Hillel: MT to difficult
1966: ALPAC report: human translation is far cheaper and better:  
          kills MT for a long time
1980s/90s: Transfer and interlingua-based approaches
1990: IBM’s CANDIDE system (first modern statistical MT system)
2000s: Huge interest and progress in wide-coverage statistical MT:  
           phrase-based MT, syntax-based MT, open-source tools
since mid/late 2010’s: Neural machine translation  
         (seq2seq models with attention)
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Machine Translation in 2012
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Google Translate
translate.google.com
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Machine Translation in 2018
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Google Translate
translate.google.com
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Machine translation in 2019
(http://www.xinhuanet.com/2019-10/16/c_1125113117.htm) 

10⽉16⽇，国家主席习近平在北京⼈民⼤会堂会见新西兰前总理约翰·基。 新华社记者 庞兴雷 摄 
　　习近平指出，当前国际形势正在经历深刻复杂变化。新形势下，中国对外合作的意愿不是减弱
了，⽽是更加强了。中国坚持和平发展，中国开放的⼤⻔必将越开越⼤。欢迎世界各国包括各国企
业抓住中国发展机遇，更好实现互利共赢。习近平表示，约翰·基先⽣担任总理期间，为推动中新
关系发展作出积极贡献，希望你继续为增进两国⼈⺠友好合作添砖加瓦。 
 
On October 16, President Xi Jinping met with former New Zealand Prime Minister John Key 
at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing. Xinhua News Agency reporter Pang Xinglei photo 
Xi Jinping pointed out that the current international situation is undergoing profound and complex changes. 
Under the new situation, China’s willingness to cooperate with foreign countries has not weakened, but has 
been strengthened. China adheres to peaceful development, and the door to China's opening is bound to 
grow. We welcome all countries in the world, including national enterprises, to seize the opportunities of 
China's development and better achieve mutual benefit and win-win results. Xi Jinping said that during his 
tenure as Prime Minister, Mr. John Kee made positive contributions to promoting the development of 
China-Singapore relations. I hope that you will continue to contribute to the friendship and cooperation 
between the two peoples.
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Machine translation in 2019
"Noch immer ist Notre-Dame gefährdet"
Am Morgen des 16. April schauten die Pariser schweigend und übernächtigt auf 
rußgeschwärzte Steine, auf eine Kathedrale, die kein Dach mehr hatte. Der 
markante Spitzturm des Architekten Eugène Viollet-Le-Duc fehlte. Krachend war 
er am Abend zuvor um kurz vor 20 Uhr unter den entsetzten Schreien der 
Umstehenden in die Tiefe gestürzt.
 
 
 
 

"Still is Notre-Dame at risk"
On the morning of April 16, the Parisians looked in silence and blackened on 
soot-blackened stones, on a cathedral, which had no roof. The striking pinnacle 
of the architect Eugène Viollet-Le-Duc was missing. He had crashed the night 
before at just before 20 clock under the horrified screams of those around in the 
depths.
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One to-one:            John loves Mary.            
 
                                Jean aime Marie. 

One-to-many:       John told   Mary   a story. 
(and reordering)  
                               Jean [a raconté ] une histoire [à Marie]. 

Many-to-one:        John is a [computer scientist]. 
(and elision)  
                               Jean est informaticien. 

Many-to-many:     John [swam across] the lake.  
 
                               Jean  [a traversé]    le  lac  [à la nage].  

Correspondences
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Lexical divergences
The different senses of homonymous words  
generally have different translations: 

   English-German:    (river) bank - Ufer       
                                 (financial) bank - Bank 

The different senses of polysemous words  
may also have different translations:  

  I know that he bought the book:  Je sais qu’il a acheté le livre. 
  I know Peter:                                Je connais Peter. 
  I know math:                                Je m’y connais en maths.
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Lexical divergences
Lexical specificity

German Kürbis = English pumpkin or (winter) squash
English brother = Chinese gege (older) or didi (younger) 

Morphological divergences 
  English: new book(s), new story/stories 
  French: un nouveau livre (sg.m), une nouvelle histoire (sg.f),  
         des nouveaux livres (pl.m), des nouvelles histoires (pl.f)

– How much inflection does a language have?  
(cf. Chinese vs.Finnish)
– How many morphemes does each word have? 
– How easily can the morphemes be separated?
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Syntactic divergences
Word order: fixed or free? 
If fixed, which one? [SVO (Sbj-Verb-Obj), SOV, VSO,… ]  

Head-marking vs. dependent-marking
Dependent-marking (English)       the man’s house     
Head-marking (Hungarian)            the man house-his  
 

Pro-drop languages can omit pronouns: 
Italian (with inflection):    I eat = mangio; he eats = mangia  
Chinese (without inflection):   I/he eat: chīfàn
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Syntactic divergences: negation

17

Normal Negated

English I drank coffee. I didn’t drink (any) coffee. do-support,
any

French J’ai bu du café Je n’ai pas bu de café. ne..pas
du → de

German Ich habe Kaffee 
getrunken

Ich habe keinen Kaffee 
getrunken

keinen Kaffee 
= 
‘no coffee’
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Semantic differences
Aspect: 
– English has a progressive aspect:  

‘Peter swims’ vs. ‘Peter is swimming’  
– German can only express this with an adverb: 

‘Peter schwimmt’ vs. ‘Peter schwimmt gerade’ (‘swims currently’) 

Motion events have two properties: 
–manner of motion (swimming)
– direction of motion (across the lake)
Languages express either the manner with a verb  
and the direction with a ‘satellite’ or vice versa (L. Talmy):
English (satellite-framed): He [swam]MANNER [across]DIR the lake
French (verb-framed): Il a [traversé ]DIR le lac [à la nage ]MANNER
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Statistical Machine Translation
Given a Chinese input sentence (source)… 
            主席：各位議員，早晨。 
…find the best English translation (target)  
     President:  Good morning, Honourable Members. 

We can formalize this as    T* = argmaxT P( T | S )
 
Using Bayes Rule simplifies the modeling task,  
so this was the first approach for statistical MT  
(the so-called “noisy-channel model”):  
     T* = argmaxT P( T | S ) = argmaxT P( S | T )P(T)
  where  P( S | T ): translation model           
                P(T): language model 

20
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Target* = argmaxTarget P(Source ∣ Target)

Translation Model

P(Target)
Language Model

Noisy Channel Metaphor:  
The observed source string S that needs to be translated is just  
a corrupted version of some unknown original target string T 
that translation (decoding) has to recover.  
This corruption occurred because the target passed through  
a stochastic noisy channel P( S | T ) 

Decoder
(Translation of source 

language into target language)
T* = argmaxT P(S | T)P(T)

The noisy channel metaphor

21

[Unknown] 
Noisy  

Channel
P(S | T)

Original 
[unknown]  

target string T
Good morning Honorable 

members

Observed  
source string S 
主席：各位議員，早晨

Best guess T*  
of target input
Good morning Honorable 

members The decoder (translator) has to recover 
the original (target) string  

from the corrupted (source) string
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The noisy channel model
This is really just an application of Bayes’ rule: 
 

 

The translation model P(S | T) is intended to capture  
the faithfulness of the translation. [this is the noisy channel]

Since we only need P(S | T ) to score S, and don’t need it to 
generate a grammatical S, it can be a relatively simple model. 
P(S | T ) needs to be trained on a parallel corpus

The language model P(T) is intended to capture  
the fluency of the translation. 

P(T) can be trained on a (very large) monolingual corpus

T* = argmaxT P(T ∣ S)
= argmaxT P(S ∣ T )

Translation Model

P(T)
⏟

Language Model

22
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IBM models
First statistical MT models, based on noisy channel:

Translate from (French/foreign) source f to (English) target e  
via a translation model P(f | e) and a language model P(e) 
The translation model goes from target e to source f  
via word alignments a:  P(f | e) = ∑a P(f, a | e) 

Original purpose: Word-based translation models
Later: Were used to obtain word alignments,  
which are then used to obtain phrase alignments  
for phrase-based translation models  

Sequence of 5 translation models
Model 1 is too simple to be used by itself,  
but can be trained very easily on parallel data.
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Translation Model
Ptr(早晨 | morning)

Language Model
Plm(honorable | good morning)

MOTION: PRESIDENT (in Cantonese): Good 
morning, Honourable Members. We will now start 

the meeting. First of all, the motion on the 

Parallel corpora Monolingual corpora
Good morning, Honourable Members. We will now start the 
meeting. First of all, the motion on the "Appointment of the 
Chief Justice of the Court of Final Appeal of the Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Region". Secretary for Justice.

Good morning, Honourable Members. We will now start the 
meeting. First of all, the motion on the "Appointment of the 
Chief Justice of the Court of Final Appeal of the Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Region". Secretary for Justice.

Good morning, Honourable Members. We will now start the 
meeting. First of all, the motion on the "Appointment of the 
Chief Justice of the Court of Final Appeal of the Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Region". Secretary for Justice.

Decoding Algorithm

Source

主席：各位議
員，早晨。

Target

President:  Good 
morning, Honourable 

Members.
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Size of models Effect on translation quality

With training on data from the web and clever parallel processing 
(MapReduce/Bloom filters), n can be quite large
– Google (2007) uses 5-grams to 7-grams, 
– This results in huge models, but the effect on translation 

quality levels off quickly: 

 n-gram language models for MT
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Translation probability P(spi | tpi )
Phrase translation probabilities of source phrases given target 
phrases can be obtained from a phrase table: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This requires phrase alignment  on a parallel corpus.

26

TP SP count
green witch grüne Hexe …

at home zuhause 10534
at home daheim 9890

is ist 598012
this week diese Woche ….
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Getting translation probabilities
A parallel corpus consists of the same text  
in two (or more) languages. 

Examples: Parliamentary debates: Canadian Hansards; Hong Kong Hansards, 
Europarl; Movie subtitles (OpenSubtitles)

In order to train translation models, we need to  
align the sentences (Church & Gale ’93) 
 
 
 
 

We can learn word and phrase alignments  
from these aligned sentences
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How do we evaluate machine 
translation output?
What do we need to evaluate?

— Correctness of the translation
— Fluency of the translation, appropriateness, … 

We need appropriate evaluation metrics
Automatic evaluation: 

Inexpensive, can be done on a large scale,  
but may not capture what we want to evaluate.  

Human evaluation:
Expensive, and not easily reproducible or comparable across   
evaluations (different judges, different questions, …) 
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Evaluate candidate translations against several reference 
translations. 

C1: It is a guide to action which ensures that the military always obeys the commands  
of the party. 
C2: It is to insure the troops forever hearing the activity guidebook that party direct

R1: It is a guide to action that ensures that the military will forever heed Party commands.
R2: It is the guiding principle which guarantees the military forces always being under the 
command of the Party.
R3: It is the practical guide for the army always to heed the directions of the party.

The BLEU score is based on N-gram precision:
How many n-grams in the candidate translation occur also in 
one of the reference translation? 

30

Automatic evaluation: BLEU
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BLEU details
For n ∈ {1,…,4}, compute the (modified) precision of all n-grams: 
 
 

MaxFreqref (‘the party’) = max. count of ‘the party’ in one reference translation. 
Freqc (‘the party’) =  count of ‘the party’ in candidate translation c.

Penalize short candidate translations by a brevity penalty BP
c = length (number of words) of the whole candidate translation corpus
r = Pick for each candidate the reference translation that is closest in length; 
     sum up these lengths. 

 
Brevity penalty BP = exp(1–c/r) for c ≤ r;  BP = 1 for c > r   
(BP ranges from e for c=0 to 1 for c=r)

31

Precn =
P

c2C

P
n-gram2c MaxFreqref(n-gram)

P
c2C

P
-gram2c Freqc(n-gram)
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BLEU score
The BLEU score is the geometric mean of  
the modified n-gram precision (for n=1..4),  
weighted by a brevity penalty BP: 
 
 
 

Geometric mean for  = N-th root of 

                    

a1, . . . , aN > 0
N

∏
n=1

an

N

N

∏
n=1

an = (
N

∏
n=1

an)
1
N

= exp( 1
N

N

∑
n=1

log an)
32

BLEU = BP⇥ exp

 
1
N

NX

n=1

log Precn

!
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BLEU details
Compute the (modified) precision of all n-grams (for n = 1…4) 
 

 
 
 

 
Penalize short candidate translations by a brevity penalty BP
    BP = exp(1–c/r) for c ≤ r; BP = 1 for c > r   
    (BP ranges from 1 for c=r to e for c=0)

  c = Total length (number of words) of the whole candidate translation corpus
  r = Total length of all reference translations closest in length to candidates

33

Precn =
P

c2C

P
n-gram2c MaxFreqref(n-gram)

P
c2C

P
-gram2c Freqc(n-gram)

… the maximum frequency of that n-gram  
in any one of c’s reference translations.

… the frequency of that n-gram in c.

Sum over the translations 
c of any sentence in the 
test corpus C…

For n = 1..4:

…sum over all n-grams 
occurring in c..

Sum over the translations 
c of any sentence in the 
test corpus C…

…sum over all n-grams 
occurring in c..
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Human evaluation
We want to know…
whether the translation is “good” English, and… 
… whether it is an accurate translation of the original.

— Ask human raters to judge the fluency and the adequacy  
     of the translation (e.g. on a scale of 1 to 5)
— Correlated with fluency is accuracy on cloze task:

      Give rater the sentence with one word replaced by blank. 
      Ask rater to guess the missing word in the blank.

— Similar to adequacy is informativeness  
         Can you use the translation to perform some task  
        (e.g. answer multiple-choice questions about the text)
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